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ABSTRACT 

 This paper illustrates the diversity in the publication and delivery of content of any website. The issue of web 

content obsolescence [1] is growing with reach and popularity of web technology. One of various kind of web obsolescence 

is time based content obsolescence There have been several approaches to curb the obsolescence in the cyber space, such as 

user feedback based marking of obsolete content and use of language processing techniques. In this paper we have a new 

method of detecting and filtering of web obsolescence from Internet traffic by defining age of web content at paragraph level 

using newly introduced two attributes. Proposed content obsolescence detection/filtering technique will reduce the effort of 

website designers. By introducing such content aging techniques in markup language, we can make obsolescence detection 

and filtering more automated that eventually mitigates the manual work of updating the website on a regular basis [2].                   

In this paper a framework has been designed to demonstrate the modus operandi of content filtering on the basis of the age 

of web content in a static HTML [3] document file, present in the web root of any web server. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 System efficiency is observed to be meliorating with rich content filtering capability. Various attributes mainly 

responsible for content filtering are audience, the content itself, style sheets, artifacts which are already established while 

other potential attributes not evidenced so far are also available. Time is one of those potential attributes as Aging 

techniques are applied on everything to uncover important features. So, it can also be used in filtering the content of 

websites or real time systems to make them more productive, progressive and vigorous in nature. Web sites often have 

content which is relevant for a specified period and should not appear after a particular time stamp. For example, admission 

notice for a university should be displayed during a specified period of time after which it should not be available in the 

web site. To deal with such situations the web pages have to be updated regularly.  

 Using the framework discussed in this paper, the age of content available may be defined in web pages so that a 

particular content is visible for a specified duration and when the mentioned timestamp is over, the content is not displayed 

without any modification by an administrator. The content delivery period could be modified by the administrator without 

any code rework.  

 To illustrate the importance of aging, it is important to identify the scenarios in which aging techniques can be 

used. As an example, the link for online application for an exam has to be available for a defined duration. In this case the 
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web site has to be updated timely so that the specified timeline is adhered. There is no method for future programing              

i.e the content is available in the web site but will be displayed only when the defined period starts. Such a system is 

discussed in this paper.  

OVERVIEW  OF THE  SYSTEM 

 

Figure 1: Client/Server Architecture [4] 

 Above figure shows the client server architecture. When a client browser request for any static html file say 

Index.html, the request is listened and processed by the server. 

 

Figure 2: Static HTML Delivery Mechanism [5] 

 When a client requests for a static content to a sever, the server searches for the requested file in the server’s               

local file system and if the file is found the requested file is served to the client else error code 404 (file not found) [6] is 

sent as a response. 

 

Figure 3: Proposed Framework 

 The idea of the framework is shown in the above figure. Whenever a request for dynamic content comes it is 

forwarded to the web container for handling the request. The container creates Request [7] and Response [8] objects,             
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finds the servlet to be invoked, spawns a new thread for the request and passes the Request and Response object to the 

servlet. The servlet then processes the request and generates a response which is passed to the web server via web container 

and the client receives the corresponding response. 

 Our framework is based on above concept of serving dynamic content [8]. Every request to web server is forwarded 

to a controller servlet [9] which then invokes Model [9] class for the implementation of the required logic. 

DETAILED  DESCRIPTION 

 HTML is a markup language and is used for web page designing. It consists of various tags like <HTML> 

<BODY> <TABLE> <P> [10] etc. These tags are used for different markup purposes. HTML tags have many attributes 

for changing the default rendering properties of web content inside the web browsers. 

 The main idea of Content Obsolescence is to define new attributes in the tags so that the age of content could be 

specified. In our case we have used <P> tag for paragraph declaration and defined new attributes “pubDate”  to define date 

of publication of web content in an HTML document and “expDate” to define expiry of web content published in an 

HTML document using a <P> tag. This way we have defined age of web content under any <P> tag. 

 Now using this we can create a paragraph which is to be displayed in future. So, at the time of designing of web 

page we need to know what the valid time for a particular paragraph is, the need to update or remove the paragraph form 

the web page is not there anymore. The content could be redisplayed just by modifying dates in the new attributes to meet 

the age requirement. This facilitates the automated delivery of valid static HTML content over Internet.  

Example 

 <P pubDate=”24-Aug-2013” expDate=”24-Sep-2013”>  

           This information is for a limited period only.  

</P>  

 would mean that the text  

 This information is for a limited period only. 

 should be delivered by delivery platform between 24-Aug-2013 to 24-Sept-2013 only. Beyond this period 

delivery platform should automatically filtered the content from the response. However, 

<P pubDate=”20-Nov-2013”>  

                       Perpetual information 

</P>  

 will not be filtered by delivery platform as there is no expiry date set for this paragraph.  

 Under the proposed framework, whenever a request comes to our web server it is handled by a controller servlet 

which inspects the age of all paragraphs in the requested HTML file and generates a new HTML file in cache memory, 

filtering all the paragraphs which are obsolete according to current system date on web server. All the other tags present in 
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the requested HTML file will be unaffected. This way our proposed framework ensures delivery of only valid content 

based on their age and ensures knowledge creation and dissemination more efficient and effective over Internet.  

ANALYSIS 

 The proposed framework requires an algorithm that scans the file once in order to find the <P> tags with the 

proposed attributes. The scanning requires O(n) [11] time whereas removing the obsolete data requires time of O(1).              

Size of the file is directly proportional to no. of packets n for transmission i.e if size of the file increases then n will also 

increase which in turn increases the time to scan the file. The graph in Figure 1 demonstrates the same. 

 Performance [12] can be measured in many ways, including transit time [13] and response time [14]. Transit time 

is the amount of time required for a message to travel from one device to another. Response time is the elapsed time 

between a request and a response. The performance of a network depends on a number of factors, including the number of 

users, the type of transmission medium, the capabilities of the connected hardware, type of content and the efficiency of 

the delivery software. 

 

Figure 4: Time vs Size 

 Performance is often evaluated by two networking metrics throughput [15] and delay [16]. We often need more 

throughputs and less delay. 

 Assume that we have an HTML file containing the mandatory data (say x Bytes) as well as expired or obsolete 

data (say y Bytes). So, for delivery we have HTML content of size z bytes which is equivalent to x + y Bytes. Assuming, 

that Average packet size is p bytes, total no. of packets that are to be sent in order to send the complete HTML file in 

response would be z/p bytes. However, if we apply our framework, the total no. of packets that are required to be sent will 

be x/p bytes thus a saving of (z-y) bytes per request is achieved. The reduction in disseminated packets is (y/p) packets per 

request. 

 It is clear from above discussion that the saving in bandwidth utilization [17] (in terms of number of packets sent) 

would be more in case our framework is integrated with any delivery platform. The efficient bandwidth utilization in turn 

would increase the throughput of the system.  

 The graph in Figure 2 clearly shows that the proposed framework definitely gives better results if we compare this 

to the present content delivery mechanism. Here, α is the threshold value of number of packets sent after which the 

congestion [18] grows in the system. As, we are removing the obsolete data from our file, it decreases the file size that is to 
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be sent which in turn reduces the number of packets to be sent and eventually reduces the demand of bandwidth in content 

delivery.  

 In our case the delay will heavily depend on the filtering time required by our module (assuming other conditions 

ideal). 

 

Figure 5: Bandwidth Utilization 

 In normal situation the total time elapsed from the time user makes a request is: 

 T1 = Tresponse = Trequest+Tprocessing+Tdelivery  

 However, in proposed framework it is  

 T2=Tresponse= Trequest+Tprocessing+Tfiltering+Tdelivery  

 T = T2 – T1 and the challenge is to keep T minimum 

 Assuming Trequest as constant, the delay experienced by the user depends mainly on the time in filtering whereas 

delivery time reduces due to less number of packet to delivery over Internet. i.e Tfiltering and Tdelivery are the main factors 

which determine the overall experience of web content consumers (Tresponse) over the Internet. 

 As discussed above, the response time of a website using our framework depends mainly on the time taken by the 

filtering technique. In case when significant content is detected as obsolete and filtering is done by the framework, the total 

amount of data sent to the client (browser) as a response reduces, thus the cost in terms of time invested in detecting and 

filtering obsolescence in web content at the time of delivery will be much less than the gain in terms of number of packets 

sent over Internet to the content consumer. 

 Let the user web surfing experience in terms of response time be denoted by Wx, then following cases may arise: 

 Tfiltering > Wx  

 i.e. poor performance due to proposed mechanism of detection/filtering of obsolete content 

 Tfiltering = Wx  

 i.e. same performance with proposed mechanism of detection/filtering of obsolete content  

 Tfiltering < Wx  
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 i.e. Good performance with proposed mechanism of detection/filtering of obsolete content 

 In this case the framework will disseminate desired knowledge and information stored in the form of static HTML 

file efficiently and effectively for which currently server-side scripting is used by the web authors having good scripting 

and programming skills.  

 A test case [19] demonstrates the above claims when proposed framework got implemented on a web server and 

the website got evaluated over Internet. 

 

Figure 6: Homepage of Test Website 

 

Figure 7: Breakup of Content of above Website 

 

Figure 8: Delivery Time Parameter Values 

 Time taken in delivery of whole web content of homepage of this website is 6.434 seconds; however, through our 

proposed delivery platform time taken is considerably less i.e. 5.020 second as the few bytes got filtered due to 

obsolescence. For testing image was put inside a paragraph and declared obsolete by setting expDate=”” attribute of                
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<P> tag. Here, CPU utilization and during delivery total bandwidth consumed is also depicted in the graph. For this testing 

a circuit of 1 Gbps for Internet access has been used. 

BENEFITS OF THE  FRAMEWORK 

Benefits to Web Users (Content Consumers) 

• The users will always get the right content 

• Obsolete contents are detected/filtered automatically by the delivery platform. 

• Chance to see filtered obsolete content 

• Timeline navigation of web content 

• Quicker response time compared to existing delivery platform 

Benefits to Web Authors (Content Suppliers) 

• Deciding and defining the age of web content in HTML files using pubDate and expDate attributes with <P> tag. 

• Putting automatically obsolete content offline 

• Putting obsolete content online by redefining the expDate attribute of <P> tag 

• Providing timeline navigation to content consumers 

• Declaring detectiong/filtering of content through use of suitable attribute in DOCTYPE delaration or use of 

<HTML ContentAging=”yes”> tag 

• <HTML Content Aging=”no”> will bypass scanning of HTML file for detection/filtering of obsolescence content 

from the response at the time of delivery of knowledge bearing content that never expires 

• Auto alert in the form of email or SMS by delivery platform to web authors intimating the content to expire or 

expired content on the website 

• Futuristic web authoring where pubdate and expdate both are ahead can be achieved under this framework  

FUTURE SCOPE 

• We can use similar attributes for other tags so that age of every HTML element can be defined for detection and 

filtering from the delivery. 

• To make delivery platform more effective a background demon process can be utilized to scan static HTML 

document files periodically for obsolescence detection and regeneration of cache HTML document file with valid 

content only for delivery over Internet. 

• We can include some header information in the pages to notify that the page is of temporal nature and contains 

content that will be expired in due course of time depending on their ages. This way proposed delivery platform 

will automatically enforce desired scanning for obsolescence detection and filtering of web content. This would 

also help avoid time taken in detection/filtering at each hit. 
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• Since the obsolete content remains in the static HTML document web authors can facilitate web users a timeline 

navigation mechanism using pubDate, expdate with respect to System Date as below: 

 pubDate <= sysDate <= expdate 

• Presently pubDate and expdate are defined with date value only using format dd-MMM-YYYY, however,                     

time value can also be incuded for fast moving contents 

• With evaluation of system date against pubDate and expDate dynamism up to some extent can be achieved even 

without use of client/server-side scripting such as JavaScript or VBScript. For example, to greet visitor of website, 

one can define two paragraphs: 

 <P pubDate=”00:00:00” expDate=”12:00:00”>Hello! Good Morning</P>  

 and 

 <P pubDate=”12:00:01” expDate=”24:00:00”> 

          Hello! Good Evening 

 </P>  

• Browser side module can also be used in the form of plug-ins for detection and filtering of obsolete content 

delivered by any delivery platform.  

• Cache management features of proxy servers and browsers can be optimized by purging the obsolete contents 

stored in these caches periodically [20]. 

• Integrity of web data can be ensured with filtering of obsolete content from the web. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 It can be concluded that the proposed framework reduces Internet traffic by filtering obsolete content from 

delivery. It also alerts web authors on obsolescence of web content so that timely updation of content can be ensured.             

For delivery content can be specified by “pubDate” and “expDate” using suitable HTML tag, a futuristic web authoring 

can be achieved under proposed framework. Detection of expiry date of content by proxy servers, web browsers and search 

engines eliminates chance of delivery of obsolete content over Internet. This also promises green content and green web 

delivery. Performance of delivery of bigger size pages with high nature of obsolescence in content is better than the smaller 

size pages. This framework redefines the content delivery over Internet in order to address the problem of web 

obsolescence.  
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